Glycemic variability (GV) a well-established risk factor for hypoglycemia and a suspected risk factor for diabetes complications. GV is also a marker of the instability of a person's metabolic system, expressed as frequent high and low glucose excursions and overall volatile glycemic control. In this review, the author discusses topics related to the assessment, quantification, and optimal control of diabetes, including (1) the notion that optimal control of diabetes, that is, lowering of HbA1c-the commonly accepted gold-standard outcome-can be achieved only if accompanied by simultaneous reduction of GV; (2) assessment and visualization of the two principal dimensions of GV, amplitude and time, which is now possible via continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) and various metrics quantifying GV and the risks associated with hypo-and hyperglycemic excursions; and (3) the evolution of diabetes science and technology beyond quantifying GV and into the realm of GV control via pharmacological agents, for example, GLP-1 receptor agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors, which have pronounced variabilityreducing effect, or real-time automated closed-loop systems commonly referred to as the "artificial pancreas." The author concludes that CGM allows close tracking over time, and therefore precise quantification, of glycemic variability in diabetes. The next step-optimal control of glucose fluctuations-is also taken by medications with pronounced GV-lowering effect primarily in type 2 diabetes, and by automated insulin delivery in type 1 diabetes. Contemporary CGM-based artificial pancreas systems use specific GV representations as input signals, and thus their main objective is to minimize GV and, from there, optimize glycemic control.
Symposium/Special Issue
Decades ago, glycated hemoglobin A1c was identified as the primary marker of long-term average glycemic control, 1,2 and still remains the gold-standard assay reflecting average glycaemia, accepted as a standard marker for average glycemic control, and proposed as a diagnostic criterion for diabetes. 3, 4 The utility of HbA1c as a predictor of diabetes complications in type 1 diabetes has been established by the landmark Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) [5] [6] [7] and by the Stockholm Diabetes Intervention study; 8, 9 in 1998, the UK Prospective Diabetes Study confirmed that intensive treatment with insulin or with oral medications reduced markedly the chronic complications of type 2 diabetes. 10 The Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications (EDIC) study 11 continued the work of the DCCT and in 2016 confirmed that "overall mortality in the combined DCCT/EDIC cohort was similar to that of the general population, but was higher in the DCCT conventional therapy group. Mortality increased significantly with increasing mean HbA1c." 12 However, glycemic variability (GV) in type 1 and type 2 diabetes remained, and still remains, at the root of clinicians' inability to safely achieve near-normal average glycemia, as reflected by HbA1c. While reducing hyperglycemia and targeting HbA1c values of 7% or less result in decreased risk of micro-and macro-vascular complications, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] the risk for hypoglycemia increases with tightening glycemic control. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Consequently, hypoglycemia has been implicated as the primary barrier to tight control. 18, 19 Therefore, people with diabetes face a lifelong optimization problem: to maintain strict glycemic control without increasing their risk for hypoglycemia. In clinical terms, the optimization problem of diabetes was formulated as a "trade-off between glycemic control and iatrogenic hypoglycemia," 20 meaning that lowering of HbA1c must be accompanied by concurrent mitigation of the risk for hypoglycemia. This postulate, however, was strictly focused on desired glycemic outcomes and did not prescribe means for quantifying the trade-off between HbA1c lowering and the occurrence of hypoglycemia that should be achieved with optimal control of diabetes. A step toward quantitative understanding of this clinical paradigm was taken by the recent International Consensus on use of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM), which relied on the output generated by contemporary CGM devices to recommend metrics and interpretation of the voluminous and complex CGM data streams. 21 In this review, we discuss topics related to the assessment, quantification, and optimization of diabetes control, including GV, the amplitude and timing of blood glucose (BG) fluctuations, and various metrics of GV and the risks of hypo-and hyperglycemia. We argue that diabetes is one of the best-quantified human conditions-a progress that takes diabetes science and technology beyond quantifying GV and into the realm of active optimal control using not only pharmacological agents, but also engineering solutions such as real-time automated closed-loop control commonly referred to as the "artificial pancreas."
Risk Factors for Glycemic Variability
To begin deciphering and quantifying the clinical optimization paradigm of diabetes, we refer to a figure published in Nature Reviews Endocrinology 13:428, 2017, 22 which illustrates that a strategy for achieving such an optimization can be successful only if it reduced GV. This is because bringing average glycemia down is possible only if GV is constrained-otherwise BG fluctuations would inevitably enter the range of hypoglycemia: 22 The message of Figure 1 is that BG levels are a dynamical process in time, which exhibits quantifiable differences between health and diabetes reflected by average glucose levels, and by the magnitude and timing of glycemic variation. In health, glucose metabolism is controlled by a hormonal network including the pancreas, the liver, the gut, and the brain, reacting rapidly to food intake and physical activity to attenuate postprandial hyperglycemic excursions, minimize exposure to hypoglycemia, and ensure stable fasting BG. The latter reflects a natural steady state to which the metabolic system will converge, if left undisturbed. In type 2 diabetes, the fasting steady-state BG levels are abnormally elevated due to a combination of insulin resistance and inadequate beta cell response; in type 1 diabetes, a steady state to which the system would converge on its own, does not exist.
Thus, in pathophysiology, the metabolic control network is degraded. In type 2 diabetes, the network structure is largely preserved, but insulin secretion is deficient relative to hepatic and peripheral insulin resistance. The incretin response is deficient, 23, 24 and this landmark finding triggered the introduction of new classes of medications known as GLP-1 receptor agonists (incretin mimetics), and DPP-4 inhibitors (incretin enhancers). 25 In type 1 diabetes, insulin secretion is virtually absent, while glucagon secretion from the alpha-cell is still preserved; thus, external insulin replacement is mandatory via injections, continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) using insulin pumps, or closed-loop control (CLC) using a combination of CGM and CSII driven by a control algorithm. These pharmacological and engineering means for diabetes control have two elements in common: (1) both target lowering of GV and (2) both are imperfect, thus achieving glycemic control that is still inferior to the BG stability in health. It follows that, although the long-term effect of pharmacological or engineering therapies of diabetes is assessed by HbA1c, the real-time goals of these treatments are guided by reduced GV. For example, a number of GV measures were predictive of glycemic outcomes during treatment intensification in type 2 diabetes, 26 and major medication effects in type 2 diabetes manifested as significant reduction of GV. [27] [28] [29] The limitations of HbA1c as the sole marker of glycemic control have been discussed extensively, 22, [30] [31] [32] [33] and the clinical utility of GV has been debated at length. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The DCCT data showed that only 8% of severe hypoglycemic episodes could be predicted from known variables, including HbA1c. 17 In other studies, HbA1c has never been substantially associated with severe hypoglycemia. [39] [40] [41] [42] The ACCORD trial concluded that targeting HbA1c lower than 6.0% did not lead to improved outcomes for people with long-standing type 2 diabetes; on the contrary, aggressive treatment was associated with increase in all-cause mortality, which led to the termination of the intensive regimen of this trial 17 months before its scheduled end. 43 In the ADVANCE Collaborative trial, intensive glucose control lowered HbA1c to 6.5% and resulted in significant reduction in the incidence of major microvascular events but not in the incidence of major macrovascular events or overall mortality. 44 These effects were accompanied by increased incidence of severe hypoglycemia in the experimental group, which can be associated with the message presented in Figure 1 : safe and clinically meaningful reduction of HbA1c can be achieved only if combined with concurrent reduction in GV.
Assessment of Glycemic Variability
While the pros and cons of GV as a marker of glycemic control will inevitably continue to be debated, it is quite clear that one of the reasons that these debates have not been settled, is the lack of an universally accepted marker of GV. 45 Over the years, various metrics quantifying GV have been introduced, including but not limited to standard deviation (SD) and coefficient of variation (CV), as well as diabetes-specific metrics, such as the M-Value based on a logarithmic transformation of the BG deviation from a preset value; 46 the mean amplitude of glycemic excursions (MAGE), which by definition is "devoid of time component," that is, focuses solely on the minimumto-maximum BG span, regardless of the time it takes for BG to transition from one extreme to the next; 47 the Lability Index; 48 and the mean absolute glucose change (MAG). 49 Risk-based metrics of GV were introduced in 1997 to account for the fact that the BG measurement scale is quite asymmetric: the hypoglycemic range (below 70 mg/dl) is much narrower numerically than the hyperglycemic range (BG>180 mg/dl). This asymmetry creates a number of computational problems and challenges. 50 For example, a BG excursion from 180 to 240 mg/dl is much larger numerically than a BG excursion from 70 to 50 mg/dl, yet the latter carries a much greater imminent risk to the patient. The asymmetry was resolved by a scale transformation with analytical form and parameters that have remained unchanged in the past 20 years. 22 The contemporary use of this scale transformation includes: quantifying GV via the low BG index (LBGI)-a metric specifically designed to be sensitive to the frequency and extent of hypoglycemic excursions; 41 the high BG index (HBGI) which is orthogonal to the LBGI and is designed to be sensitive to the frequency and extent of hyperglycemia; 51 the average daily risk range (ADRR), which is a risk-based metric of overall GV; 52 as well as the use of risk-based cost function in the design of artificial pancreas algorithms, which is illustrated in the next section. [53] [54] [55] In February 2017, the Advanced Technologies & Treatments for Diabetes (ATTD) Congress convened an international panel of physicians, researchers, and individuals with diabetes to address the issue of using CGM data to quantify glycemic outcomes, including GV. The ATTD consensus recognized that "measurement of HbA1c has been the traditional method for assessing glycemic control. However, it does not reflect intra-and interday glycemic excursions that may lead to acute events (such as hypoglycemia) or postprandial hyperglycemia, which have been linked to both microvascular and macrovascular complications. CGM, either from real-time use or intermittently viewed, addresses many of the limitations inherent in HbA1c testing and self-monitoring of blood glucose." 21 In an attempt to prioritize the multitude of existing GV measures in their relevance to CGM, the ATTD Consensus recommended 14 key metrics to be documented and utilized to assess glycemic control, including mean glucose, CV, times in several BG ranges (eg, below 70 mg/dl, 70-180 mg/dl, above 180 mg/dl), estimated A1c (eA1c), and risks for hypo-and hyperglycemia as quantified by the LBGI and HBGI 21 ( Table 1) . CV was recommended as a primary indicator of GV due to its relative sensitivity to hypoglycemia (as compared to SD), and easy computation. Based on literature results, the Consensus suggested that "stable glucose levels are defined as a CV <36%, and unstable glucose levels are defined as CV ≥36%."
The specific emphasis placed on times in glucose ranges reaffirmed the notion that glycemic fluctuation is a process in time, which has two principal dimensions: amplitude associated with the extent of BG extremes, and time, which identifies the rate of event progression. 56 The ATTD consensus recognized that, using CGM, it is now possible to assess both of these dimensions in real time and retrospectively. Figure 2 (originally published in Kovatchev and Cobelli 56 ) presents these two key dimensions:
As seen in Figure 2 , all GV metrics reviewed above fall in two general categories: The first category is metrics of amplitude, which are quantified from the projection of the CGM data along the y-axis, for example, from Panel B. These metrics account for the extent of BG fluctuations, without placing them in time-most traditional metrics of GV fall in this category. The second category is time-dependent metrics, which are quantified from the projection of the data along the x-axis, for example, Panel C. These metrics are representative of the duration of various events-in this example the duration of time spent below, within, and above a predetermined target range of 70-180 mg/dl. To clarify this distinction further, let's conduct the following mental experiment: If the x-axis in Figure 2 were compressed to 24 hours (instead of the current 72 hours) keeping the magnitude of the BG fluctuations intact, amplitude metrics such as CV or SD would not change-their values would be preserved because they are computed solely from the projection of the data on the y-axis. However, the absolute time spent in normoglycemia would be reduced 3-fold. We should note that the frequently computed "percent time" in range is a metric that does not depend on the pace of events because its time component cancels out when the data are converted from absolute to relative time scale. To describe the real pace of events, more appropriate would be metrics that reflect absolute timing, such as time in range for 24 hours, for example, 12 out of 24 hours within 70-180 mg/dl.
The formulas for computing SD, CV, MAGE, MAG, LBGI, HBGI, ADRR, and a number of other metrics of GV have been presented in the original publications introducing these metrics and are summarized in several reviews, for example, Table 1 in Kovatchev, 22 which lists traditional, riskbased, and CGM-based metrics of glucose variability. Thus, we will not include these formulas in this presentation. However, to streamline further the understanding and classification of the various GV metrics and to link their utility to optimal control of diabetes, we would offer analytical and graphical representations of the computing process of time in range (TIR) and the LBGI/HBGI. As seen in Table 1 , the similarities in the calculations are substantial and the only difference is in the "penalty" imposed by these two types of metrics on BG deviations from a predetermined target, that is, in the cost function used for their calculation which is discontinuousstepwise for TIR and continuous-quadratic for the LBGI and HBGI. The latter is also called risk function, hence the LBGI and the HBGI are referred to as risk indices increasing proportionally to the risk for hypo-and hyperglycemia, respectively, carried by BG deviations toward hypo-and hyperglycemia. 
Control of Glycemic Variability
To elucidate further the link between GV and optimal control, Figure 3 presents graphically the calculation of TIRs (eg, time below 70 mg/dl or time above 180 mg/dl, or time within the target range), which are computed using a stepwise cost function (blue line) that is equal to 100 in the desired range and is 0 otherwise. Similarly, the LBGI and the HBGI are computed using a quadratic cost function (red line, also called risk function) that increases smoothly from 0 to 100 when BG excursions venture into hypo-and hyperglycemia. As noted above, the only difference between the computation of TIRs and the LBGI/HBGI is in the cost function; everything else is a summation across relevant glucose values (see Table 1 ). The notion of cost function, or penalty imposed to BG deviations from a desired value (typically called set point), is directly relevant to both the assessment of outcomes from clinical trials, and to the design and the functioning of CLC algorithms. The choice of a GV metric, or an algorithm cost function, can determine the outcomes of a clinical trial, or the algorithm behavior. For example, a study evaluating the improvement in GV and the correlation between baseline GV, HbA1c, and hypoglycemic events in 1699 patients with type 2 diabetes undergoing treatment intensification with basal insulin or comparators for 24 weeks, found that several GV metrics improved significantly from baseline to week 24, but not to the same extent. 26 The largest proportional reduction was achieved by the HBGI (65.5%). In addition, pretreatment GV was associated with glycemic outcomes at 24 weeks, and the HBGI was the metric most predictive of HbA1c improvement. Similarly, a pooled analysis of patient-level data from three 24-week, randomized, phase III clinical trials (N = 1198 patients with type 2 diabetes) evaluated the impact on GV of the GLP-1 receptor agonist Lixisenatide as add-on to basal insulin (N = 665 patients) versus placebo (N = 533 patients). While there were statistically significant differences in the improvement of HbA1c on Lixisenative versus placebo, the most pronounced effect of this GLP-1 receptor agonist was reduction in GV. The values of SD, MAG, MAGE, and HBGI significantly decreased on Lixisenatide versus placebo, while LBGI values remained unchanged, indicating that the improvement in average glycemia and GV was achieved without increase in the risk for hypoglycemia. 27 This result is consistent with Figure 1 , and with the findings of the FLAT-SUGAR study-reduction of GV associated with the use of GLP-1 receptor agonists while maintaining equivalent HbA1c levels. 29 We should also note that, because HbA1c reflects only a slow-moving average, the utility of therapies specifically targeting reduction of GV and mitigation of fast glucose fluctuations, cannot be discerned from analysis of HbA1c data alone. Thus, while by tradition virtually all studies evaluating new pharmaceutical agents have been focused on HbA1c reduction, a choice of a different outcome metric can emphasize the pronounced variability-reducing effect of some classes of medications, such as GLP-1 receptor agonists or DPP-4 inhibitors, and obtain these findings at a fraction of the sample size needed to demonstrate HbA1c improvement. This means that, if the expected outcome of a treatment intervention is reduction in GV and the sample size of a study is calculated to achieve a significant HbA1c effect, the study is likely over-powered for its expected outcome. Indeed, studies using CGM and sample sizes substantially smaller than the large investigations discussed above, were able to achieve statistically significant results when focusing primarily on the variability-lowering effects of medications such as Pramlintide (synthetic amylin), 57 Liraglutide (GLP1 receptor agonist), 58 and Vildagliptin versus Sitagliptin (DPP4 inhibitors). 59 In the setting of automated insulin delivery most, if not all, contemporary CLC algorithms aim to maximize the time spent within a desired target range, minimize hypoglycemic events and prevent postprandial hyperglycemia, all of which require real-time reduction of GV. 55 Papers reflecting the progress of the artificial pancreas field have been published regularly. [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] Thus, our objective here is different-to highlight a little known aspect of the design of many CLC algorithms-their relationship to quantifying glucose variability to optimize real-time automated control. This is typically achieved by using a cost function similar to the ones presented in Figure 3 , which penalizes BG deviations away from a certain set point. 53 In some CLC designs, the cost function is asymmetric, placing rapidly increasing "penalties" on BG levels that are approaching hypoglycemia, and more gradually increasing penalties on BGs approaching hyperglycemia. 54 It was therefore suggested that "in order to address the asymmetry of the control problem, future MPC (model-predictive control) formulations could use output feedback in the risk domain, instead of the glucose domain, thus adding a clinical weighting to the controller cost function." 53 This suggestion refers to the risk function presented in Figure 3 (red line) and in essence links the calculation of risk-based metrics of GV with the design of automated closed-loop algorithms. We should note, however, that the use of a TIR-based cost function for the design of CLC algorithms is highly inconvenient computationally, due to its discontinuity (blue line in Figure 3 ).
Discussion
Because intensive treatment to lower HbA1c characteristically results in increased risk for hypoglycemia, patients with diabetes face a lifelong optimization problem to reduce their average glycemic levels and postprandial hyperglycemia, while simultaneously avoiding hypoglycemia. As visualized in Figure 1 , this optimization can be achieved only in the context of lowering GV, that is, stabilization of the metabolic system. GV is a reflection of an underlying biobehavioral process of BG fluctuation that has two principal dimensions: amplitude reflecting the extent of BG excursion, and time reflecting the frequency of BG variation and the rate of event progression. CGM enables advanced means for observation of this process: CGM data are detailed time series that track BG fluctuations over time in short increments (eg, every 5 minutes). 66 Time series reflect the dynamics of the metabolic system in real time (with RT-CGM) or retrospectively (eg, with Flash glucose monitoring), and therefore present unique opportunities for analysis and optimization. 67, 68 In particular, both of these approaches produce dense data that allow the computation of various metrics of GV. 69, 70 In addition, RT-CGM enables automated actions, such as low glucose suspend (LGS), predictive LGS, and CLC.
When choosing study outcomes, one should be mindful whether the desired outcome needs to emphasize only the average glycemia of the participants, or should venture in more advanced characteristics reflecting the dynamics of BG fluctuations. If the latter is of interest, a second question is whether to focus on the amplitude or on the timing of BG fluctuations, or whether the outcomes should reflect the risks associated with hypo-or hyperglycemia. If only the amplitude of BG fluctuations is of interest, metrics such as SD or CV can be used-all are computed from the y-axis projection of the data in Panel B, Figure 2 . If the timing of the BG fluctuation process is of prime interest, then metrics such as TIR would be relevant, as computed from the x-axis projection of the BG trace (Panel C in Figure 2) . If both the amplitude and the timing of BG fluctuations are of importance, metrics such as the LBGI and HBGI can be used to combine these two principal dimensions of the BG fluctuation process, and to also provide a sense of the risks associated with the outcome: rapidly increasing with the extent and frequency of hypoglycemia and more gradually increasing with the extent and frequency of hyperglycemia ( Figure 3 ).
Conclusions
For decades, HbA1c has been the sole metric of glycemic control used by physicians and patients to optimize diabetes therapy, and by clinical studies as their primary outcome. However, HbA1c has certain shortcomings, the most prominent of which is its limited responsiveness to hypoglycemia. Thus, along with HbA1c, GV is increasingly regarded as a risk factor for hypo-and hyperglycemia, and as a primary marker reflecting treatment optimization. Various GV metrics exist reflecting the amplitude and timing of BG fluctuation. Certain classes of medications, for example, GLP-1 receptor agonists and DPP-4 inhibitors, have pronounced variability-reducing effect; thus GV analyses will help evaluate better their utility in the treatment of diabetes. CGM technology exists for the direct observation of BG fluctuations; thus the assessment of diabetes treatment efficacy can move beyond the HbA1c assay as the sole marker of glycemic control. The next step-real-time control of BG fluctuations-is also taken by RT-CGM based automated insulin delivery systems that use specific GV representations as input signals and formulate their main objective-to reduce GV as a precursor to optimal glycemic control. 
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